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Abstract

In civil aviation sector, the design of airports is divided into two as air side and ground side. The latter part of second security gate in terminal building at the airports is defined as air side in the literature [which is defined as customs area]. The air side is also divided into; ground service and airspace. In this research, the concept of ramp services which constitutes basic content of ground service management process is examined. One of the two most important causes of delays in civil air traffic is that ramp services can not be planned effectively [the other reason is that airport capacity is extremely dense], so this concept needs to be well analyzed and evaluated. The performance measurement system (PMS) and balanced scorecard (BSC) methods in this review are examined in terms of the conceptual background within design, measurement and implementation phases for effective ramp services process in ground handling management.
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1. Introduction

Today's civil aviation industry is highly dynamic and has a systematic job definition where flights are scheduled on regular basis [3, 4]. Civil aviation has a high growth potential on one hand [1, 9] and profit margins on the other as competition intensifies [7, 27]. Changes in the civil aviation sector affects all members in the value chain [6]. Competitive pressures are not only affect air side of the value chain but also affect ground services [18]. In this context, logistics of ground services is one of the biggest difficulties and the main factor determining sustainable success [11, 20].

For this reason, efficient and privatized processes in passenger, baggage, mail and cargo forwarding areas mean great importance for airports
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and other logistics service providers [14]. There is a tendency towards liberalization in ground handling market exists at European level such as EU (European Union) Directive 96/67/EC which is developed through liberalization and increases competition and cost pressures especially in the area of ramp services [31, 8]. Ramp services which is an important part of ground handling management in general terms, seem to cover all transportation activities as one of the main functions of airports. Ramp services including loading and unloading of aircrafts and activities of passengers, crew, baggage, mail and cargo transportation between aircrafts and terminal buildings represent the interface of the airline on the one hand and the interface to the airport infrastructure on the other. Historically civil air transportation has become an increasingly regular sector. This order has also been used for public interest and is required for state regulation. The EU directive 96/67/EG forms the basis of today's market structure and was published in early 1990’s to liberate air transport in Europe.

Main theme of this directive is to initiate step by step liberalization process and to provide an integrated system understanding of ground handling management which is referred to as ramp services especially affecting air side. Another aim is to reduce operating costs of air transportation and to increase quality of using aircrafts. The EU directive sets the number of ground handling services that must be activated to enter the market [13]. Exceptional cases are related with enforcing certain rules on ground handling operations. In addition changes to the EU directive have made the process of liberalization in ground handling operations even more difficult [22]. Because of this increasing competitive pressure, employees in the ramp area of ground handling services have had to rethink their strategies and structures as well as their working principles to achieve long term competitive advantage [37].

As seen other areas in civil aviation sector, ramp services system approach needs to be more competitive, market oriented and customer focused [23]. For this reason, it is very important for ground handling companies to develop their ability for evaluate their own performance according to their competitors [14]. To achieve this development, appropriate approaches should be used to allow for a holistic analysis of performance measurement, productivity and efficiency measures [16, 4]. In these approaches measurement system for performance use (PMS) does not answer question of "what are our competitors doing?" which is one of the most basic questions [4]. Benchmarking is considered to be a suitable tool that must be combined with performance measurement to identify best practice solutions across the industry [26]. Performance gaps create a fundamental understanding of not only targeting radical changes but also aiming to provide both continuous improvement and long term competitive advantage.

Benchmarking is criticized for being limited but it helps to exchange information in parallel with other businesses [15]. Nonetheless, taking the first step in positioning businesses under strategic grounds is linked for setting a firm's competitive position and taking the foundations to achieve sustainable competitive advantage [17]. Within this context performance measurement system (PMS) is described as an integrative approach that serves as a source of information for benchmarking activities. Nevertheless, such a system has not yet been developed for the ramp services process. For this reason, the research objectives of this article are twofold: The first objective is to develop a PMS sufficient to analyze productivity and efficiency of ramp services operations. The second objective is to test applicability of PMS developed to perform a comparison.

2. Theoric Method - Performance Measurement System Required for Effective Use of Ramp Services

Although it is claimed that a PMS is required, how to adapt an undetermined strategy and implement such a system in order to increase the efficiency of ramp services. Scope of ramp services are classified; logistics services as passenger, crew, baggage, freight and postal transportation as well as loading and unloading of aircraft among terminal buildings of aircrafts. This service is provided by a third-party location operator, airline (self-processing) or an airport ramp services unit [32]. In this research, the role of integrated ramp service in airports is emphasized.
Today's airport performance measurement approaches deal with airports as a whole organization, not with ramp services in particular [26]. In the context of airports; numerous studies have been conducted focusing on financial, qualitative, political or ecological perspectives and most researches have focused on financial performance indicators [45, 58, 17, 35, 13, 19, 39] or quality based performance measures [53, 54, 30, 29, 16, 18]. Some researchers follow a combination of economic and qualitative perspectives [7, 21, 74]. However, analysis of ecological effects such as noise or exhaust emissions at airports is also important [12, 15], in direction of liberalization from current research subjects [8, 57]. Under current research, researchers have the opinion that there is no fully developed PMS that can be implemented in context of ramp services management. Therefore, the next section provides the necessary conceptual background of PMS’s.

3. Findings and Discussions - Conceptual Background

Performance measurement is a process that often discussed but rarely defined [2]. While performance can be observed in variety of ways, a measurement method must be available to assess performance. Particularly the distinction must be made between concepts of logistics, productivity and efficiency [33, 2, 14]. Efficiency is a measure of how much the customer's needs are met and productivity is how much the company's resources are used economically by providing a certain level of customer satisfaction [36, 2]. That is why we support the decision making process of the company by assessing main objective effectiveness and efficiency of performance measurement [44] and providing reliable information about performance measurement [41]. For this reason, strategies called performance measures can be arranged with a PMS system to measure the efficiency and productivity of company’s actions [2]. In this research in order to get an overview of the interpretation of holistic performance related with measurement table 1 shows; design, measurement and implementation of a three stage performance measurement process (developed by Bredrup in 1995) [28].

3.1. Targets and values which are related to the performance of the Ground Operation as Design Phase

Selected performance indicators must be added to a valid, robust and integrated system and only have different metrics [10, 14]. For example, financial performance reflects not only the development process but also the conclusion [43]. Focusing too much on financial or cost oriented systems can be seen as inadequate as it neglects the ongoing analysis to manage a logistics service provider. Therefore, it is very important to continue the process analysis of the logistics phase successfully [76]. Logistics performance is seen as a subset of company or organizational performance in the general past approach [24]. However, this is not sufficient to measure the logistical performance of logistics service providers (for example, ramp services operator). Because logistics services are seen as the main function of these organizations, there is a need for a stronger logistics and organizational efficiency relationship to be reflected in PMS for these organizations.

Ramp services is one of the most important activity definitions for the continuous execution of ground handling management. Because service demand requires to be realized instantaneously, customers (such as airline) or customer’s products (such as luggage, mail and Cargo) must be integrated into service process. This configurable process is called airline and customer integration because production and consumption occur simultaneously in the literature [55, 77]. For this reason, these strategies need to be taken into account when designing a PMS for effective use of ramp services. Based on these strategies, more transaction and value chain oriented performance is absolutely needed. Linking to measurement approaches that take into account strategically well planned processes affects the company's development process positively [34, 2, 42]. As the development progresses positively, the PMS process for ramp services management includes performance parameters [input, process, output and result] structured with its own dimensions along the basic logistics value chain [48].
The loading and unloading of freights in ramp services is done according to service process system [55]. For this reason while PMS is designed for using of ramp services, the service process needs to be accounted for. More service and value chain oriented performances are needed with service process participation in account. Strategically the most important processes need to be applied to measurement approaches that add value to account and link with company activity [34, 5, 42]. For this reason, the PMS process for ramp services management includes performance [input, process, output and result] criterias that is structured with its own dimensions in basic logistics value chain process [48]. It seems that the start and finish process of ramp services [55, 13] is closely related to process of service [46, 6]. While the processes and outputs from dimensions that make up input process represent efficiency with result size more generally for describing efficiency of the ramp services organization. Several concepts have been used to achieve the goal of structuring PMS throughout previously established logistics value chain and there are many accepted definitions for PMS’s available in the literature [40, 52].

One of the reasons for selecting Balanced Scorecard (BSC) practice associated with PMS process is to identify the single performance indicator used to reflect organization’s internal value chain with cause and effect relationship [64]. BSC also offers a multi dimensional study of measured performance. BSC varies depending on the performance indicators of company’s past and future critical success factors by taking into account processes under financial details [38]. BSC evaluate; customer, business process, learning and growth with financial perspective [64, 67]. The system used in this study to meet the demand for a PMS that reflects the logistics value chain examines the perspectives of the BSC according to cause and effect relationships under value chain benchmark.

Learning and growth perspectives focus on inputs and ensure that key operations represent staff and infrastructure of the company for continue. This perspective concerns with suppliers [individuals who perform certain pre determined actions]. In the business process perspective, transformation process helps to define actions required to determine desired outcome for customer and company related with concentrate on output. From a customer perspective, the financial or fiscal perspective concentrates on outputs that are then used to evaluate [41]. This combination of BSC perspectives and service value chain dimensions is shown table 1 [input to output] in the design phase. Designed for effective use of ramp services in PMS system, this structure also fulfills need to direct more processes in airport surveys [26, 25, 4]. This model which was designed for detailed development of PMS process during ramp services, has been devised by Kaplan and Norton [14, 67].

In this model, it is aimed that the mission, vision and strategies of corporate units are transparent and understandable for everyone [65, 63]. In BSC model, the processes such as indicators in cockpit of an aircraft is intended to precisely manage process under complex information by managers [64].

The following transactions explain steps in this process [64]:

1) Strategies in all units of corporate enterprises are clearly defined.
2) Strategic sub-targets have been identified for each BSC phase.
3) Sub targets are converted into performance metrics and included in the process of logistics value chain.

The first step is to plan negotiations that will be carried out in line with strategic priorities of companies so as to positively influence the working process [47, 62]. The second step is to divide corporate strategy into sub targets for each BSC perspective. In the third step, the aim is to make results operationally obtainable [15, 17, 67]. Thus, BSC can bring the system to a better analysis by integrating operational strategies into company’s job description [62, 16] and assessing cause and effect relationship [61, 66]. In this article, processes in BSC system are evaluated in terms of input, process / output and result dimensions. This evaluation is aimed at obtaining process oriented PMS requirements.
3.2. Targets and values which are related to the performance of the Ground Operation as Measurement and Implementation Phases

The measurement of overall performance period is carried out in order to make an advanced comparison for PMS. Thus, it will be easier to improve ground handling management process in central airports across European Continent where civil aviation is the most active outside the United States of America. The conversion of performance measurement into a benchmarking exercise to facilitate this improvement is due to the fact that using a single PMS alone does not provide enough information about company's ultimate competitive performance [3]. For this reason, comparisons can be seen as an indispensable part of performance measurement. As a result of the application of PMS process prepared in line with measurable performance that can be obtained by comparison made, ground handling process can be successfully managed in many airports especially in European Continent [56].

To Show the relevant PMS application:

**Table 1. Performance measurement application**

[72]

4. Conclusion

In the airports ground handling management which constitute a major part of civil aviation sector is necessary to adopt performance measurement system (PMS) and balanced scorecard (BSC) method. To perform airport strategies in a planned way, these methods are significant in order to reduce delays in ramp services field and to plan the processes more effectively. BSC concept is shown in table 1 and PMS system is concerned with the most effective planning of design, measurement and application phases in the context of conceptual background concept in this table. With a well analyzed PMS application, ramp handling process in ground handling management can be managed in a more planned approach and costs will be reduced by this way. The equipment used in the process of ground handling management is quite expensive and depreciation is also decreasing over time. For this reason, a well planned PMS system can also adopt a control oriented approach for airport’s ground handling management with cost and funding process.
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